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A Vibrant platform that allows people all
over the world to advance their professional
careers by being a part of an active
multicultural community.

Stability - Community Driven - Visionary





Aelince Technology, a Dubai-based software company
at the forefront of innovation. We pride ourselves on
our diversified businesses across Multiple Industries
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Developed by

our Vision is  to create a fintech ecosystem
that empowers individuals worldwide.
Fostering a thriving and engaged
community of crypto enthusiasts, where
knowledge sharing, collaboration, and
support are at the core.

VISIONVISIONVISION



A long-term project that will transform lives and foster successful
careers by offering its users the opportunity to grow themselves in a
welcoming and rewarding atmosphere.

Sustainable Development
A long-term project that will transform lives and foster successful
careers by offering its users the opportunity to grow themselves in a
welcoming and rewarding atmosphere.

Applications & Platform

Trust & Transparency

To ensure sustainability over time, choose a firm that works with
professionals from multiple specialities, altogether complies with
UAE legislation, Liscenced & Recognized by the Government

Registered & Fully Compliant Company

A diverse set of projects with broad application in various
industries, designed to meet people's needs and requirements in
order to make their job and lives simpler.

Developed by

Our objective is to create an engaged
community that always reaps the benefits of
swift dissemination of knowledge with the
aim to accelerate up the development of the
Best Projects We achieve this goal by
allowing the community to invest early in
the most promising projects using the
greatest Platforms and technological
advancements.
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Rewards, Recognition
& Career Growth 
Advance Your Career and proceed towards a better Future
Our Stable platform allows everyone to be compensated for
spreading the best Everlasting projects by working from a
location of their choice, depending on effort, involvement,
and revenue earned. Furthermore, to guarantee that
performance is met, all members have access to a variety of
resources, ranging from cutting-edge technology and
revolutionary initiatives to marketing and leadership tools.

Be creative
Develop tasks, devise strategies, and take advantage of all platform
capabilities with your team to reap greater rewards in a shorter period.

Build your reputation
Be authentic, establish successful methods, and generate business to
attract new people who want to collaborate with you to achieve success.

Grow your team
Give your team confidence, make decisions together, and devise plans
so that you can evolve and accomplish goals together.

Scale Your Business
You may produce a high volume of earnings and, as a result, greater
rewards by promoting projects and Services accessible on the platform.

Work smarter
Leverage the advantages offered by the platform's fully integrated
features to collaborate with your team.

Earn more
Earn more Matic coin and rewards by attaining several types of  bonuses
based on both your work performance and the achievements of your team.



Fintech, Blockchain &
Cryptocurrency Certified Progams

FBA - Fintech Business Advisor 

FBA - Fintech Business Consultant

This program equips you with the knowledge and skills to provide valuable
guidance to fintech Investors, fostering innovation and sustainable growth.
Join us and become a trusted fintech advisor, poised to navigate the dynamic
landscape of digital finance

This program empowers you to guide businesses in harnessing the power of
technology for financial innovation. With the FBC certification, you'll emerge as
a proficient fintech consultant, ready to assist Investors in navigating the
complex challenges and opportunities of the digital financial world.

Online Sessions 
Regular live webinars and
online workshops with high-
level organization
representatives, including
project developers on the
Msp  platform

Live Seminars
Regular physical events
for registered members
which can access based
on their performance and
achievements within the
platform.



The cryptocurrency industry is a
digital financial ecosystem,  offering
secure, transparent, and borderless
transactions, investment
opportunities, and the potential to
redefine traditional finance.
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crypto  - Gaming  - Content

Crypto-Currency
Industry

Gaming  Industry

Entertainment
Industry

 A dynamic and expansive sector
encompassing video games, esports,
interactive entertainment, and skill-
based 'Play-to-Earn' games, where
technology and creativity converge to
provide immersive experiences for
players and spectators alike while also
introducing novel opportunities for
gamers to earn through their skills.

A multifaceted domain that  entails
film, television, music, live perform-
ances, sports, and digital media,
aiming to captivate and engage
audiences worldwide through a vide
range of artistic and leisure
experiences
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Item 1
84%

Item 2
16%

1 Trillion
The global crypto market cap is $1.04T

19 Billion
The total crypto market volume is over   
$19.89B, as of May 2023

38 Billion
Revenue in the Cryptocurrencies market
is projected to reach US$37.87bn in 2023

Size of the Crypto-
Currency Market

Revenue is expected to show an annual growth rate (CAGR 2023-2027)
of 14.40% resulting in a projected total amount of US$64.87bn by 2027.

In the Cryptocurrencies market, the  total
number of users is expected to amount to
994.30 million users by 2027.
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The number of gamers is expected to reach 3.32 billion
by 2024, Asia has more active gamers (1.42 billion) than
Europe, Latin America, and North America

400 Billion 
The current Global gaming market revenue
is arround 396.2bn USD

174 Billion
The largest market is Mobile Games with
a market volume of US$173.60bn in 2023

3 Billion
According to the latest data, there are
approximately 3.09 billion gamers worldwide

Size of the
Gaming Industry

Revenue is expected to show an annual growth rate (CAGR 2023-2027) of
8.74%, resulting in a projected market volume of US$467.00bn by 2027



Item 1
100%

Item 1
90.2%

9.8%

Item 1
86.9%

Item 2
13.1% The number of downloads in the Entertainment market

ihas reached 12.21 billion downloads in 2022.

185 Billion 

Digital App Revenue in the Entertainment
market is Currently at $27.86bn in 2023.

28 Billion

Advertising revenue in the Entertainment
market in 2022 was US$17.22bn. (PA)

17 Billion

Size of the
Content Industry

Global advertising revenue in the Entertainment Industry will rise from
US$763.7 billion to US$952.6 billion, representing a 4.5% CAGR

The Entertainment Market was worth at
arround  US$ 185 bn in 2021



Enter the New Realm of Possiblities
with Ms program



Team 11 : Fantasy
Cricket Game
Get ready to assemble your dream team,
make strategic decisions, and watch as your
crypto winnings soar with Team 11  It's not
just fantasy; it's crypto-powered cricket
excitement like never before.

Crypto Prizes:  Compete for crypto prizes that can elevate your winnings to new
heights, adding an exciting dimension to your fantasy cricket experience.

Real-Time Trading:  Our platform allows you to trade your fantasy team players in
real time using cryptocurrencies, giving you an edge in crafting the perfect team.

Community of Champions:  Join a vibrant community of cricket enthusiasts and
crypto aficionados, where you can discuss strategies, share insights, and compete
against the best.

Transparency and Security: Our blockchain-backed technology ensures
transparency and security for every aspect of your crypto fantasy cricket journey.

Welcome to a new dimension of fantasy sports at Team 11
Step into the world of crypto-based fantasy cricket, where you
can showcase your cricket knowledge and strategic skills to
win big in the crypto realm.

Prize Pool Upto 500k USD !



Step 1 :  Select the Sport Tournament or Match you wish
to participate and play.

Win Big in Simple Steps

Step 2 :  Build your Dream Team of Playing 11 using your
knowledge about the game 

Step 3 : Sit back and watch the tournament and
Experience the Joy of watching your Players Score Live

Step 4 : Check your Position in the Tournament and the
points scored by your Team and claim your rewards 



MS TV App : Beyond
Entertainment 
Say hello to MSTV, your all-in-one app for
premium entertainment. With a
subscription to MSTV, you gain access to
a diverse array of 16+ popular OTT
channels, all in one place.

Streamline Your Entertainment: MSTV simplifies your entertainment choices. Say
goodbye to juggling multiple subscriptions; we've brought them all together for you.

Endless Variety: Enjoy a vast library of content, from blockbuster movies to binge-
worthy TV shows, sports, documentaries, and more, spanning across genres and
languages.

On-the-Go Access: Take your entertainment with you wherever you go. MSTV is
available on multiple devices, ensuring you never miss a moment of your favorite
content.

Seamless Experience: Our user-friendly interface and seamless playback make
finding and watching your preferred shows and movies a breeze.

Introducing MSTV: Your Gateway to Premium OTT Channels
unlocking a world of entertainment possibilities, all at your
fingertips. Discover, indulge, and immerse yourself in the
finest content from across the globe.

FREE TRIAL FOR COMMUNITY MEMBERS 



Management system

A team management system
designed to provide insights
and activity reports while also
facilitating interaction via a
secure voice and video
connectivity.

International Retreat

It's a unique opportunity to
connect with like-minded
individuals from around the
world, forging friendships, and
sharing experiences.

Multiple Rewards

Rewards are distributed based
on each member's strategy:
direct Referrals, Level Rewards
and Other Bonuses

Community Benefits 

Training System Extra Bonus 

In addition to the standard
rewards, there are
intermittent additional
prizes offered based on
performance.

Stay at the cutting edge with
access to ongoing training
resources. From skill refinement
to industry insights, our training
programs are carefully curated
to keep you ahead in your field.

Early investment Full transparency Opportunities

Career Growth RecognitionConsistent Income

Experience the satisfaction 
of daily earnings, Get Paid every
hour of the day depending upon
your performance Multiply your
wealth effortlessly & passively.

Msp offers the tools to excel in
your current role and prepare
for future career milestones.
It's your pathway to a brighter
professional future.

Experience the thrill of
immediate recognition for
your efforts, both big and
small, fostering a culture of
appreciation within our
community.

The ability to invest in projects
early and benefit from special
prices and benefits on the
Msp Platform

To keep community members
informed, through our open
Decentralized Platform, we
provide licenses & other docs
in the Crypto Domian

Numerous opportunities for
community members including
Msp Gaming 



Multiple Project

An extended catalog of
projects  gives Investors the
opportunity to Select great
investments programs  

Multiple Rewards

Access only to verified and
audited projects in order to
ensure transparency and
security of the platform.

Smart investment

Programs for prudent
investments in multiple
projects at different stages of
development are regularly
launched.

Investor Benefits

Education Extra Bonus 

In addition to the standard
rewards, there are
intermittent additional
prizes offered based on
performance.

Regular Workshops and
Informative webinars for
Investors to Learn Gain
knowledge and make Sound
Investments in Cryptocurrency

Early investment Full transparency Opportunities

Full transparency Investor Meets Exclusive Access

Exclusive access to extensive
data on revolutionary projects
only available on the Msp
platform

To keep community
members  & Investors well
informed, we publish
statistics anf data regularly
through our official channels 

Interaction with other teams,
part of the Msp community,
for an efficient exchange of
information and experience
during webinars and physical
meetings.

The ability to invest in projects
early and benefit from special
prices and benefits on the
Msp Platform

To keep community members
informed, through our open
Decentralized Platform, we
provide licenses & other docs
in the Crypto Domian

Numerous opportunities for
community members including
Msp Gaming 



Our platform utilizes
encryption technology to
secure all transactions,
providing a safe environment
for your financial activities.

We are committed to
providing services of the
highest quality, ensuring that
our users have access to the
best resources, guidance, and
opportunities.

Msp brings Great user
Experience easy to use
tools and facilities for the
fast and growing New
Generation.

User Benefits

New Opportunites for users
to Invest and gain from the
Msprogram and other
Exciting projects,  Growing
their crypto assets with Msp.

Interesting and Fun filled
Play 2 Earn skill Based games
for users to play and win big
prizes upto 500k USD.

All in one Inclusive App for the
users to enjoy their Favorite
Movies, Tv show / series or
Sports. Featuring Play along
games based on Live Sports.

Invitation to Global Forums
by Msp Participate in lively
and informative discussions
on topics relevant to your
interests and goals.

Free Airdrops and Gifts to
users in forms of early bird
access and Lucky Draws,
timely free Rewards to users 

Numerous opportunities for
community members including
Msp Gaming 

Invitations Free Gifts Exciting Contests

Good Services Customer Support

Interesting GamesOpportunities Entertainment

Gain access to a wealth
of learning materials,
from courses and
workshops to articles
and expert insights,

Learning 

Great Experience

Security



Passion is the heartbeat of
our crypto development
community. We believe that
enthusiasm drives innovation
and progress.

Embracing diversity brings
together a multitude of insights
and approaches, enabling us to
create crypto solutions that
cater to a global audience.

As a crypto project developer,
we have the opportunity to
work at the forefront of
financial technology, 

 Developer Benefits

building and engaging with
a passionate community of
users and supporters who
believe in the potential of
our project.

Fairness and equality are
fundamental principles in
our approach to promoting
our projects and programs

Successful crypto projects can
generate revenue through
Various projects and
monetization strategies.

Cryptography and blockchain
technology offer robust
security features, which can be
a competitive advantage when
developing secure systems.

Collaborating , organizations,
or stakeholders can lead to
mutually beneficial partner-
ships that expand the reach
and impact of your project.

our project  empowers
individuals by providing them
with control over their financial
assets and data, aligning with the
ethos of decentralization.

Successful Business

Recognition serves as a
springboard for
continued enthusiasm
and commitment to
achieving new milestones

Security

Dedicated Community Fair & Equal PromotionInnovation

Enthusiams Diversity Global Reach Recognition

Economic EmpowermentPartnerships



Your Future Starts Now !

Best of Luck


